




he dugong (Dugong dugonl is a
shy marine mammal that inhabits

shallow inshore waters within tropical
and subtropical regions, from eastern
Africa to Vanuatu. As its other name of
'sea cow' suggests, the dugong is a
herbivore and spends most of its time
grazing on seagrasses. Its reliance on
large meadows of seagrass in waters
close to land has resulted in a
significant decline in numbers
throughout much of its range,
result of human activity
catastrophic natural events.

The Shark Bay World Heritage
Property, which includes the Shark Bay
Marine Park, midway along the coast of
Western Australia, is home to a large
and healthy population of dugongs.
Dugongs found here are at the southern
limit of their distribution on the WA
coast. In Australia, they range up the
WA coast, through the Kimberley and
across the top through Torres Strait and
down the Queensland coast to Moreton
Bay. The waters of Shark Bay contain
some of the largest and most diverse
seagrass beds in the world (see 'Grasses

of the Sea', LANDSCOPE, Summer
1991-92), beds that form a vital food
source for the dugongs of Shark Bay.
Dugongs feed on at least five of the 12

seagrass species that grow within Shark
Bay. The Department of Conservation
and Land Management manages the
conservation values of the marine park
and, on behalf of the Commonwealth,
the World Heritage Property. As such,
the department is particularly
concerned about the health and
conservation of Shark Bay's dugongs.

Dugongs inhabit the warm waters of
tropical and subtropical areas, and avoid
water temperatures less than 18'C. In
the summer months, the waters of
Shark Bay are generally well above this
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I At Shark Bay, dugongs feed on at least
I five seagrass species.
Photo - Kehin Aitken

| ,€f.. Ribbon grass lPosidonia
I cuJlrati), Shark Bay.
I Photo - clay Brycel-ochman Ttansparencies

| Belorar Throughout most of its range,

I the dugong has declined.
I Photo - Kelvin Aitken/marinethemes.con

limit. During wintet however, water
temperatures in certain areas of the bay
can drop below this level and, as a result,
th€ bay's dugongs undertake a seasonal
migration to the warmer areas within
the bay (see 'The Sea Pigs of Shark Bay',
ANDSCOPE, Summer 1991-92).

THE DUGONG PROJECT
Conservation and Land

Management research scientist Bob
Prince first identified seasonal
movement patterns of Shark Bay

and
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Community of Cartharrugudu
(pronounced Carth-ardoo-goodoo).
Cartharrugudu is the traditional
Aboriginal name for Shark BaY and

means 'twin bays' or 'two waters'.
The Yamatji (pronounced Yam-arji)

people traditionally hunted dugong as a

food source and continue to do so today.

As well as seeing the project as a great

opportunity to learn about the more

| /46ore.' A dugong surfacing for a brealh
I of air.
I Photo - Kelvin Aitken/marinethemes com

I Beloar. Locating a dugong during the
I study.

lBelow right: The main catcher leaps

I onto the tailstock of a dugong.
I Photos - Lars Bejder

scientif ic aspects of the dugong's

ecology, such as its eating habits and

migrational behaviours, they wanted to

ensure that they could continue to
practice the tradition of hunting

animals in a sustainable manner.
They also felt that their

participation in the project could assist

other Aboriginal and Torres Strait

Island communities, in a similar
position to Yadgalah, to develop similar
joint ventures with other State or

Territory conservation departments, so

that they too could be involved in the

management or preservation of the

dugong.
An important step was the

involvement of the Yamatji Elders, who

have acquired a wealth of knowledge

through living off the land and the sea

for their entire lives. It was important

for them to have an input and feel some

ownership of the project. The Yamatji

fishermen have studied the dugongs

over many years. TheY were able to

specifically identi$ certain individual

dugongs, and could often 6live a

confident account of the times at which

a particular dugong could be found at a

certain locality year after year. The

Yamatji were also very interested in the

more scientif ic aspects of the project.

TRACKING TECHNOLOGY
The project aimed to identify which

areas within Shark Bay were important

to dugongs and why. For example, was

an area an important feeding ground

and, if so, which species of seagrass
grew there? Also, did dugongs annually

migrate to certain areas of warm water

during the cooler winter months, and,

if so, should these areas be considered
and perhaps specially protected-as

important refuges for dugong

conservation?
Previous dugong tracking programs

in Queensland and Indonesia used an

older form of satellite tag. While those

tags allowed scientists from all over the

world to track wildlife, from seals and

sharks to birds, they were costly and

there was a reasonably high degree of

error associated with the recorded
positions.

The Dugong Project, however, used

the latest tracking technology, which

was more cost effective and provided

highly accurate position fixes. Using the

same system as any commerciallY-
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tudle and bringing it to the surface.
Dugongs were slightlY larger and
represented a more significant
challenge.

Catching and restraining dugongs
in the water is a stressful procedure for
these large and gentle creatures. It is

also dangerous for the catchers. As a

result, a strict protocol is followed
during the whole process to minimise

stress and to ensure the animal rs

monitored at all times. At any sign of
diff iculty, the dugong is released
immediately or the chasing is ceased.
The operation is well planned, involving
a team of at least seven people in two

boats. Members of Yadgalah are vital to

the operation. They are the chief
catchers and spotters, locating suitable
animals and then guiding the boat

driver, during what can be a fast and
exciting chase.

We begin by searching areas where

dugongs are known to gather during
certain times of the year. Once a
suitable animal is spotted, the catch

boat is slowly manoeuvred towards it.
At this point, the dugong takes flight,

with large powerful strokes of its tail.
For a limited time it can outrun the

boat, but it soon tires. At this point, it

is herded into a position next to the
boat. After it has taken a breath, the
main catcher leaps off the boat and
attempts to grab the tailstock and tuck
the fluke close to his chest, effectively
stopping it from moving on.

I ler?r Taking a lenglh measurement and

I attaching a GPS tag to a dugong.
I Photo - Lars Bejder

| 8elorur This Landsat image of Shark
I Bay, taken in 2000, was overlain with
I the results from tags deployed on the
dugongs to date. Dach coloured dot
represents an individual animal as it
moved around Shark Bay. Thgs were
deployed on animals from periods of
between six weeks and 1l months.
Photo - Landsat 7 Satellite imagery

As the first catcher leaps into the
water, three others immediately follo\ i

and, in a frenzy of splashing water and
gulps of air fuom the catchers, the
dugong is eventually held. A foam
'noodle'is used to cradle the dugong's
pectoral fins. The noodle is secured to
the boat to ensure that the animal is

able to breathe at all t imes while it is

restrained. The tag is then attached,
samples are taken for DNA analysis, the

sex of the animal is determined and
measurements of its length and girth
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The dugong is the onlu liaing species in the Famil|
Dugongidae, and is more closelg related to
elephants than it is to whales and dolphins.
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